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Introduction

Spreadsheets, Spreadsheets. Spreadsheets

� Who    – Auditors, Accountants, Managers
� What   – Accounts, Budgets, Databases
� Why    – Easy to use, Holds large amounts of data
� Where – Finance sector, Business, Science
� When  – Everyday
� How    – Created with little controls and guidelines
� Result – A high dependence on an application with few controls, and 

a lack of guidelines and best practices

Errors

� The Nevada city budget showed a deficit of $5 million dollars because 
the spreadsheet was not updated. January 2006

� A cell entry error cost Columbia 
Housing Authority $118,387, which was 
overpaid to landlords. February 2006

� Deliberate fraud, AIB losses of nearly 
$700 million dollars were hidden
by a trader, John Rusnak. 2001
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/

1805777.stm

[1] 

City of London

An overview into the uses of spreadsheets in the city of London shows the 
level of involvement spreadsheets have in the finance sector, [2].

� Actuary spends 90% of their day in spreadsheet environment
� 256 column limiting financial modelling
� Spreadsheets greater than 1GB in size
� Unique formulas numbering from 1,000 – 10,000 and upwards

“The time taken to review these models can range from twenty five hours 
to many hundreds, generating significant fee income for firms undertaking 

this work,”

Error Rates

Research has been conducted to measuring the level of error in 
spreadsheets. The cell error rate (CER) is the commonly used way of 
measuring the error. The CER is the percentage of cells in the spreadsheet 
that have errors, [3].

� 5.2%  CER for a study involving 43 spreadsheets, [4, 5]
� Later study [6], used 50 spreadsheets

• 1.79% CER for general errors
• 0.87% CER for wrong results

Wrong result – an error that is an incorrect result
Poor practice – an error that gives the correct result

Issues

� Spreadsheets error is not universally defined
� Spreadsheets need to be fully audited to produce CER
� Do not incorporate external factors that influence errors

� The CER is now defined as the probability of the cell containing an error.

Bayesian Model

� Combine expert knowledge and any available test data
� Expert knowledge or Prior information can be based on factors like:

• Spreadsheet Complexity
• Developer Skill
• Company policy

Prior Information

� Prior information is represented as a beta distribution.
� Expert information provides likely error rate and an indication of the 

spread in the value
� From this parameters for the beta distribution (α, β) can be deduced.

• α – number of prior error cells
• β – number of prior error free cells

where

Test Data

� Test data is represented as a binomial distribution. 
• x – number of error cells found during testing
• n – number of cells tested

for 

Posterior Information

� Combination of prior information and test data produces posterior 
information which is represented as a beta distribution.

• α + x – posterior error cell information
• β + (n-x) – posterior error free cell information

where
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Figure 2: Binomial Distribution

Conclusions and Future Work

� Spreadsheet errors can have significant financial impact.
� Examination of large spreadsheet can be  costly and time consuming
� Bayesian model incorporates expert knowledge and test data to 

predict CER.
� Provide mathematical basis for decision on whether a complete audit 

is required.
� Bayesian model is organisation-based to allow prior information to be 

used for other spreadsheet projects.

� Model to be evaluated using operational spreadsheets.
� Review the process to select the cells for the test data.
� Investigate the relationship between similar cells.
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Decision Making

� Some Financial institutions may not conduct large spreadsheet audits if 
the level of error is below a certain value.

� Bayesian methods allow the calculation of a reliability which, returns the 
probability that the predicted CER stays below the acceptable CER 
(A-CER).

• This provides a mathematical basis for the decision

Example

Suppose a company has a suite of large spreadsheets. The auditor wants 
to predict the level of error in the spreadsheets to determine if a full 
examination is required. One spreadsheet contains 303 unique formulas. 
After consultation with experts and discussion on the particular
spreadsheet and developer, prior information was deduced. It indicates a 
defect error rate of 0.05 with standard deviation of 0.0217. The first 200 
unique formulas are tested and results show 2 defect error cells. This test 
data is added to the prior to give posterior information which has mean 
0.023 and standard deviation of 0.0087. 

Figure 1: Prior and Posterior Distribution showing the likely Defect 
CER for the spreadsheet.

Figure 2: The expected Defect CER at each unique formula time stop.∫
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Research Question

Can a model be established to predict the cell error rate of 
large spreadsheets, based on expert knowledge and any 
available test data, to aid the decision on whether to test the 
spreadsheet?

Prior and Posterior Beta Distribution after 

200 Unique Formulas Tested
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